Huntsman
Extended Data Repository
Huntsman Extended Data Repository enables full, unified management of all log and event data with flexible retention and extended query access from a single interface.

**SCALABLE, DISTRIBUTED DATA MANAGEMENT**

Huntsman Extended Data Repository provides a means to access longer-term data across multiple, parallel distributed repositories whilst enabling the primary monitoring system to focus on real-time event and alert processing.

**Huntsman Extended Data Repository provides:**

- One interface across all data so management, movement, storage and retention make best use of hardware for live and historic data
- A unified interface that allows simultaneous, expanded query processing – automatically returning complete sets of results more quickly
- Automated data flow, retention, disposal and long-term backup, freeing analysts for more productive tasks
- Highly cost-effective licencing

**HUNTSMAN ENTERPRISE SIEM FEATURES:**

- Completely flexible storage with pre-defined and automated retention and data movement across repositories
- Distributed query processing across all data sets to speed retrieval and provide unified query outputs to analysts spanning current and older data
- Support for unlimited layers to account for high volumes and long retention requirements due to legal, compliance or business needs